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SPOPATN S FISSION AND SY"TPSIS OP 1h2R-TRAlNSVItI ILDM3WTS

-USSR-

r•ollowing is a translation of an artiole by 0, N. Plerov, Ye. Do Donets
and V. A. Drurin (affiliations not gives), in the Russian lan.Mage periodic
cal Atomava eeUa (Atomic Inera), Vol 14, No 1, Moscow, Jnnuary 1963,
,a•.s 18 -26, (The artiole was submitted to editors on 30 Augus.t 1962?).)

The possibility of the spontaneous fission of nuclei was predicted theoret.

loally in 1939 on the basis of a modei concept rota-&ding the nucleus as a drop of

charged liquid ri. Just after tho publication of thig report, in the laboratorie

of nisy coontries, intensive research got underway on spontanecus fission for the

honvie.t elecmts known at that time, namely iraniux (V) and thorium (Th). In the

L.rtingrad Physioo-Teohnical Institute of the USSR Acadevv of Sciences, in Prof.

I. V. Xrohatov~s labora+ory, a highly sensitive method was developed. Withit a&I

K. A. Petrshak and 0. N. Flerov were the first scientists to be able to observe

fragments of the spontaneous fission of U 23A 2].

The expe"rimenta! detection of the fission of V 23F from the .round (unexei-

ted) Rtate greatly "timuloted the interest in studying the new type of raftoactiv'

decay of nuclei. Research was conducted basically along two liness an explanatic

of tho mechanism of the natural fission, and a search for n*w spontaneously fiss-

ionable nuclei. It was established Oat many trar.suranium elements, obtained arti

ficially in reactors or accelatore, undergo natural fission.

CURTATN REGULARITIES IN THE NATURAL FISSION OF WUCLIT

By 1952, extensive experimental material had been accumulated on the perz-

iods of natural fission and this po-mitted Seaborg to systematize the data for th

first time r•. He constructed & graph of the dependence of spontaneous fia.ion

periodm Ts upon the fis.ility parameter Z2 /As in the liquid drop model, this re

resents the ratio of the Coulomb force of the protnns' repulsion to the stabilisi
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I
surface force of the nucleus. This approach was refined end expanded later (4, 51

it is represented in Figure 1 in contemporary form. We can note three basic fea-

tures in the behavior of the natural fission periods for the various elementes 10

a general tendency toward a decrease in T with an Increase in Z2/A; 2) a "parA-

bolic" form of curves, in which there fall the values Tj 1 of the various isotopes

of one element, and 3) an inorease in the Ttj of nuclei with an odd number of net'

trens or protons by 103 - 106 times in comparison with the Tq of an eltn-even

nucleus with the given parameter Z2/A. The fir feeture &Men qualitatively wit"

the predictions of the hvdrodymmic model, wharean it is impossible to explain th,

other two from the standpoint of this nuclear model. The theory of the natural fi.

sion was developed in close conjunction with the overell theory of the nuocear

qtracturt ý.pr of nucleer rneationE. Various model representations of the nuclear

zttrcture were also usei for an explanation of the features of the behavior of T,

ap a function of Z2 /k. Tt Is evident that, for a proper understanding of the fin-

Pion pattern, it is insufficient to consider only the collective properties of th;

rlacleus, but it is also necessar, to consider the behavior of individual noleonp

in case of the orieanstion of distortion of the nucleus an a whole. As was demor-

strated by NIelason [6J, the energy of indivridual nucleons varies greatly with tl

increase in nuclear distortion. This could lead to an appreciable variation in th

hydrodynamic fission barrier. An analysis of the effective fission barriers with

the use of the Nielason diagrama was conducted by Johaneson r7), who showed that

with a consideration of the single-partiole corrections to the Nydrodynamic bar-

rier, one can obtain a more regilar behavior of T•/ as a unction of Z 2,A. The

scattering of the points becomes much less; they cluster near the straight line

(F'igure 2).

Tn spito of the oonsiderable advances of the theory in explanation

of natural fission, it (the theory) still is qualitative. Specificallyp it is

quite difficult to estimate theoretically the lifetimes of the far transuran-

iu= elements, Therefore for such estimations, we resort to various semi-empirical

formulae and to extrapolations of the experimental dependences in the region of

the unknown nuclei. The formulas developed by Svyatetskiy [8) and Dorn [9] are

widely used. The precondition for their derivation me the ciroumstanoe thAt

the experimental values of the masses of nuelei in their ground state deviate

(from the points on the smooth m•ss eurface, computed on the basis of a hydro-
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dynamic model) by the value 8 i, while the experimental .-ajuse for the periods
of spontaneous fission deviate by the value 6T from the value8 expected for

this model.

Svyatetskiy noted that the values for 8 T and 0& correlate in a definite

way with one another. This now appears natural, since we alreaoy know that ýhe
hydrodynamio formula for the masses disregards the shell struoture of the nuolei,

the fluctuations in the pairing energies, the heterogeneity of the ansrilar and

radial distributions of the charges eto., and all theee energ effects affect

- the lifetime of the nuclei in relation to natural fission. Introducing the

empirical corrections KO & into the observed periods of natural fission, Svya-

tetskiy obtained the uniform dependence of TSf + Kbm upon Z2 /A for the even-

even nuclei at K a 5 - (Z2/A - 37.5).

Dorn modified somewhat the Svyatetskiy formula, having added the term

iO/A in order to get a greater smoothing of the lines. The analytical Svya-

tetskiy-Dorn expression for the periods of natural fission has the forms

log T - O0even-even

log Todd A 23.46 - 7.86 + 0.358 2 +

log Todd-odd 18.56

+e0.0730 + 1389 rZ/A - (4 - )!

where e - "I/A - 37.51 Tt is e-pi~esed in seconds, while 6m is given in

m -e!eP lect-z.o-vo]ts (Nev). FVor A. estimation co the natural fiesion period9

of unlnowr nuclei, 6m can be found as the deviatior. of the tabular valte

of tle mas ac~cording to Cameron [lO1 from a point on the smooth man. sinrfnces

M, 100OA--.e3557A+19.12A2 - 0.7627e AY2 +

45.444 A z + 0.420(N - z).

The results of computing the natural fiesion periodq based on the

Svyatetsk~y-Dorn formula for oertain isotopes of curiun, oalifornium, fqrmium,

and also for the elements 102 and 104 are given in Pigure 3. For comparison,
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~'~ius ta1points Lwe marked with an f"t" through which broken lines are drawn.

It is Obvious that for californium isotdopes there In satisfactory agreement
with the formula, wherea" for fermium the position and the pattern of the
broken. ad solid lines differ appreciably. ?or the heavy curium isotopes, the

formula predicts an abrupt increase in the probability of natural fission,

while for the elements 102 and 104 in the range of neutrons' numbers > 152,
the rates of the decrease in the natural fission periods are somewhat retarded
"a compared with oalitornium and tor~i~U. In report [1i), analysing the yield

-curve of various transuranium elementi during'the thermonuclear explosion

dubbed "Mike", Dorn demonstrated that this formula gives depressed 1!:, -values

for very heavy isotopes (e, gt Nt2 5A an ft2 5 5 )., The author concludes that
for an explanation of the yield curve, it is necessary to assume that in the

region remote from the line of A-stabilityp natural fission oan not occur fas-
ter than the A -disinteagration, ioe. that the Svyatotskiy-Dorn formula is in-
correct for nuclei enriched with neutrons* At present, it does not appear pos-
sible to determine exactly the range of' the N-value where this formula is

val.id. If we speak of new, as yet undiscovered elements, directly oontaining the
onts that are studied, evidently the most reliable method of estimating the
lifetime of these elements in relation to spontaneous fission will then still

be the extrapolation of the empirical dependence. Tsý upon. Z and A. For this
purpose we can use, eag., the dependence of T#; upon the number of neutrons N
in the nucleus at constant Z (Figure 4) or the depondervoe of Tjf upon the number
of protons, Z, in the nucleus at fixed N (Figure 5). A simple graphio extra-
polation yields (for the elements 102. and 104) T41 -values differing sub-

stmsntially from the computed ones. Specifically, for the isotope 104 26o fro

Figsures 4 and 5, we can expect lifetimes of 0.01 - 1 second, whereas the Svya-
totskiy-Dorn formula leads to a value, for the period, equalling 1 hour,

Quite significant for' a prediction of the properties of new elements is

the explanation of the question as to how great is the effect of the sub-

sthall with N w 152 upon the fission barrier in the r&-ge of high A-values.

At very high A-values, the parameter ZAIA becomes appreciably less than

(Z2 /A)1 152. In conformity with the position of the hydrodynamicj model, * uoh

nuolci should be more stable in respect to fission. Competition on the part of
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Figure 3. Dependence of T -values computed from the BVyatetskiy.Dorn formula

upon the number, N, of neutronH in the nuoleust

0 a results of calculation# ----.X--- n experimental data.

Caption to left of figure T , seconds

the shell effect leads to a decrease in T, however the role of this effect

should be considerably less, remote from N - 152, and then we can expect a

rise in the right branches of the curves in Figure 4. It is difficult to prn.-

diet the beginning of such a rise. Johansson [71, analyzing the behavior of the
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neutron levels all the way to I - 160#, oonoludes that tb0 lieavy isotopes of

oaliforzdum and frmium will live longer than follows from the grj4,,hic extra-

polations. For instanoe, the extrapolational value of T for Fm eons tj b)tep

several minutes, while aocording to Johanason estimation, it sholld equal ,n"

hour. For C 56p in the saew way there was obtained a ?,4 -value of b twopn q

year and a month.

-- 55 ' t-n
*to

?igue 4. Variation in T} in dependence on number, 1U, of ne.utrr'n.• .in n•uc•u9.

'IV

Captions with figureZ to lefts t, yeas. Within fiMe, uper rh.: ]•2

neutrons

Only by experiment can all these problems be *olv•,t..'!owevrr, i-, ;.1>;
course of an experimental determination of the spontaneof,, nfuiSsion ! u"i. of

certain relatively heavy isotopes of ft and Cf, certain mnaj'or diffitcillle'
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arise in connection with the problem of their synthesis,

To estimate the various possible var.lanta of obtaining such isotopes, we

shall examine first of all the modern state of the problem of deriving and

studying the properties of new transuranium elements, and we shall also try to

point out certain approaches that will permit us to delve more deeply into this

field.

\ -

- .Aqr- . -

a aI ,

M4%

Pleure 5. Variation of T•j as a funotion of the number# Z, Of protons in

a nu~tolaus"

SYTFSS OF TRAMURANIUM SLMT WITH TEE AID OF XULTTPLY CWAROED
TONS

The beginning of the work in this direction in the USSR is closely

linked with the name of 1. V. Kurohi~tov. The first roactor, the firqt cyclotron

of multiplyv-oharged ions# and than a large accelerator of heavy tone in Dubna
were developed with the direct participation# oul;1-rvisiont or the enthusiastic

support of Igor Vasitye•vich. The mounting of a 300-oentimeter cyclotron in the
04ntrslised Institute of Nuolear Reeearoh, which permitse one to obtain Intensive
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beftms of inns in s. wiWo rqnjje of Z ani At ooene.d further extensive ponsibi1ities

for cor~ductinp rrt on the synthasis ef new el2irer~ts, Tn many Countries

in recent years, varioins accelpratorf. of multiply-charged ions have been built

and rwut into oper!%tion.

Up to the present, with tho aid of heavy ions, there have been Ry.-I

th~oized all th'! Aarli.er know,) tra~nsuranium elemerts, fknd also the- new elements

1,V P-M 101 (Lawrencovm) [12?-1]

T1,A sucoesseful use of this method permits us Vr aonsid-r it 'h'most

pro-mili:.r4s for t'jhe sy'rth.?,is of the new A)ements. However, the difficiiitie.i

er~Tr~r~din thi"i cov'-efiron %re evarthelooss s~o oonsdorablov thpl; they conwqel.

ii- -Io ennlyze -..nei to tep't all. prot-',,rný eth,-dc 4' excp~r~dig "'he cw;Uhe

FReed ' the' syrithfesls o~f thp 'n.,?,v' e'ýmort BA 11 fm thp taro,+ a~ril

4+0A so lpritpri ic,,n T A, there mi P r'i]ar ectior. of the types

f The hoerivy ion, ecneleratui. te An snr: lightly o~rester tlhc--n th.- eniergy of the

Couilomb bnrripr, Itnvinir ronaýtrptd Into th,ý Itar~et-nucI4*uq witth s P6ctinn colo-3

to R, pisrnptric one, nldx all rf' It-, 'irpti.c oanerg,% to th n cmpound nucleuis.

Slnct th'.. ricleoris in tý,o comniund rn'cle-,s are boundl more wea'kly thar In the

t,-rfzt-nnc1ACIPL arvie in thsý nucl-ýusq of tha heavy 4on p prt of t i~ F'erTyi

*-xrer~eA in iinn okivip, atd the balarioe (0su,-tly ýO - 60 Xb?-) is excperde4d Jrn the

excitatinn of' th,ý compound nlol~ols. The' tnoclus OarjL be fr*eed of' this: 'ýnerizr by

th.' ovAporation of' qevxrtl niialeons (nsually three - five). However, since we

er'R discussing hpavy nuclei, i~e. those with A. low fission ba~rrier, the. b.seic fo

of disinteiration of the com~xund nucleus is f'siedon, which as a "),l0 pre-

domlnrttes at all stsjee, of the nucleons'' eveporation. This leads to the sit-

usttonv thrt tho orosi e-ntiorq of tho yield of fpr transuranaium eleme-nts :,rove

tn be Peveral orderr of rA~gnitu.de lower than~ the geom'etric one'3 Rrd uquatlly

anolint to 1- - In a"

Sittlimp" for the P'rthe'qi- of at lv~avyv elomont, we use a. reacti.on of

tho ~e
AAI( 1As He 4xn) B A-4

*Zl' Z,% 2 Z-?

.-9.



which differs from the reaction considered above in that, during the capture

of a heavy ion, there is emitted an a-particle, and in other respects the

process transpires analogously. Since here also there is a stage of evaporation,

the aross sections of fowmation of the A4 isotopes are also several orders of

magnitude smaller than the geometric ones.

At present, at disposal of the experimenters, there are fairly inten-

sive beams of ions 10' 1 1, c1 2 ' 13 , 1140159 016,18 Ne20 , 22 , and adequate

amounts of materials for the targets from U238 to C ?52, Por a long time, the

question remained tinclarified reggxding the selection of Z of the target and

z 2 of the particle for the synthesis of an element with the given Z = ZI + Z2.

Th. assumption was expressed that an increase in Z by unity ani the corres-

pondinp decrease in Z should lead to a decrease of the cross section of yield

of an element with the number Z by 10 times. Rowever, an analysis of studies

conducted previously [16, 11] and of the new data derived in report [18], shows

- that these estimations were too pessimistic. The transition from a synthesis

of Fm - in tha reaotion Pu(C, n)M250 to the synthesis of FM'rn in tbe

reaction Th 2 (Ne2 2, 4n)Pm 2 50 leads to a decreaw' in the cro'q s9ction by

tworty times in all, and not by four orders, as had been postulated.

This, in principle there is already a possibility of a synthesis of all

the elemnents up to l1A inolIsive. rswpver, in exploiting this possibility,

difficulties aripe that are linked, not with the s9nthesis Z so, but with

the investtgation of the properties of the newly derived elements and new

iotopes.

As a rule, the reantions of the evaporation of neutrons lead to the

formstion of light isotopes of new elements with a ehort lifetime in respect

to a -decay. This excludes the use of the chemical methods of identification.

In connection with this, the entire research process becomes considerably

complicated, and the reliability of its results often decreases.

At the basis of the physical method of the identification of the new

a -active element with a short lifetime, there lies the recording of the

-10-



a -activity with an energy assumed acoording to systematics. Simultaneously,

there is required the exclusion of &l1 possible causes of background. It was

experimentally established that in reactions with heavy ions, in admixtures

af lead, bismuth and other elements, in the targets there can originate a-active

nuclei in the range Ao-Po, for which the de4.W properties are close to the

properties expected for the new elements £13, 19].

Moreover, in recent papers [13., 19) devoted to an analysis of the

products of nuclear reactions Th + We, it was demonstrated that similar back-

around activities are formed owing to the reactions of deep splitting-off. An

additional source of baokg'ound can be the unklown light isotopes of Of, N%
and other".

The subsequent advance to a synthesis of the heavier elements by the

method of recording the a-aotivities will be ever more difficult, and the
results will be ever less reliable. This is associated with the fact that in

the transition to the heavier particles, the r"'mber of background activities

increases, while the cross sections of formation of new elements decrease. At

present, the researchers have proceeded all the way to a synthesis of the

element 104. 'his is a region where spontaneous fission can become pre4ominant
in oomparison with other forms of disintegration.

It would have se'med much simpler to record the fact of the formation

of a new element according to its natural fission than acoording to the a-decay

or the electron capture, owing to the high sensitivity of the method, associated
with the absence of background. The residual nuclei of the reactions, occurring

in admixtures in the targat, can not undergo spontaneous fission. For the
identification of a new element, it would have been sufficient to use the

combined investigation of the excitation functions for the formation of a

spontaneously fissionable product (this furnishes a knowledge of the atomic

weight A) and of the yieldao of the 4ven nucleus In the cross irradiations

of various targets by particles with vArioua values for A, and Z1 (for the

establishment of the atoaio number of the product beinp stildied). Foweve-',

the actuality prcved more complex than was expected.

In the roport [22], it was nhown that in the irteraction of heavy iors

-11-



(Ne22 , 016 111 and other) with uranium nuclei, there is formed a spontnme-

ously fissioneble isotope with an ano.alosly short half-life (about 0.015 see.)

An Investigation of the functions of the excitation of this isotope's formation

In various reactions led the authors to the conclusion that its synthesis occurs

owing to the transfer of a par.t of the nucleons of the bombarding nucleus to the

target-nuclewi and that its atomic number is . 97. The mAximua cross section of

the reaction T + N22 amounts to about 2 * 10-2 c2. Rowever, the aross sec-

tion of tha roeaotion U238 + 31] in ex.periments using neon. is several times great-

er than the indicated values The athors express the hypothesis that the cbserved

effeot is linked with the natural fission from An isomeric state. In reality, in

the exposurTof 12 38 to B11 ions, there are formed the known isotopes of elementc

with Z 4 97. All of them have lifetimes of Crund state considerably longer than

0.015 eec., wherein the periods of the natural fission of these isotopes amount

to T• •>07 years. It follows from this that the r±itural fission of the nviclpi
16

being derived i. faevilitated by more than 10 times.

At vet, there are no diro,•t proof tbhat this isomor is an isoltted case

or whether this phenomenon is widepproed in nature, and in the reattions iso-

rors can originate with a varying di.ration of life. The extensive stmdy of these

nuclei pormite us to get new additional data on the mechanism of a "convention.

al" spontaneous fission.

TIhus the problem of tho synthesis and identifioation of the trans-Permian

elements according to natural fission from the Cround (unexcited) state proves

to be connected with the obtsinment of heavier isotopes, which would provide the

possibility of conducting not only phvsinal but also chemical studies of tho new

elements and would inoresse considerably the reliability of the identification.

After these preliminary remarks, we now prooeed to a consideration of

oertai• possible reactions, which In principle permit us to synthesize the nuclei

with the number of neutrons, considerably exoeedinp the "magic" number N a 152,

which can not yield a reaction with the evaporation of neutrons even in the use

of tho heaviest targets. Yor exanple, in case of the irradiation of targets of

Cm2 A8 by 0 1 ions, one can never get isotopes of the element 103 heavier than

.59. As is shown by eystematios, these isotopes should have brief lifetimes.

-12-



Reaction of Inooimlet, Pusion in r Heavy Prtiole. If we use

Ar40 or Ca, 0 as•a bombarding particle, it is to be hoped that in thp reaction

of the mhrginnl interaction with the target-nucleus, there occur tUbe captur, of

a coniio.rabls pert of the bombarding particle, wherein the rcleit is In a near-

.tround stnti!.

As an exam].e, wo consider the reactions of t.e synthesis nf certain

hravy itotopeos of rm during the interaction of Ar40 with urstnium

I + Ar4  ft . + Ne;

r, +.. Ar4' + 14

Oqr h#pqptj for tk. iucces of ouch reections are based on the. following. First,
thje -,'actionp are throthold or.s, wherein their thresholdn lie above the Cou-

lomb 'rri-r. This t c.ond;tiored by the fact that the•r occ'irs the cp-ture of

ovyren mzaelr!i .rom the bound stnte In Ar' nto the bound state In fc-rriium.

Tlpnce, there 19 a certain rarge of energims of the bombarding partices at

which consi.erable exnitaions of the fermiur nuclei will be energetioally

impossiblP, ard this signifies that there will occur neither an evaporation or

fission of nuoleons. Secondly, we hav data regarding tho fact that in the re-

actions with the multiply-charged lons, there occurs a considerable yield of

such prodiucts which in particular can be formed by way of the above-indicated

mechanism (for Instpnce, V2 J8 * f1 v CM 141-244). Thirdly, we know reliably

[21) that with a large cross section, reactions proceed in which there occurs

the capture from the targot-nuclaus of a large number of the nuoleons of the
.mpingin , pArticle. If we increase the mass and charge of this particle, ao-

celerating, let m4 cay, argon or heaviar elements, it can then be expeoted that

the reverse reaction will occurt the capture reaction of a large number of nu-

cleons from the impinging particle into the target-nucleus.

For the verifie'ation of thip method, most feasible is the first of the
roted renctions, in whioh we derive the spontanenusly fissionable Jiotope of

Pro. ?6 with T -$ 2.?7 hours, which should asmure high sensitivity.



Radiation Capture of a Heavy Tor. Another possibility of approach-

in,? the region of 0 -stability can be the reactions of the radiation capture of

a heavy Ion* In these renctions, the emission of one high-energy y-quantum

should lower the ener~r of exoitation of the oompound nucleus to a level beneath

the fission threshold. Such reactions should yield a product with mass numbers

larger by four units than those usually obtained in reactions with the evapora-

tion of nucleons. It is olear that the process of emission of one high-energy

y -quantum from a heavy compound nucleus is poor competition for the processes

of the fission and evaporation of nuoleons. Nevertheless, the fact thpt in this

process, there ie but one degree of emission of the gama quantum
(r - r Y+÷ r.÷+

in comparison with te usually fcur stages of the etimoration of neutrns

r. provides a certain hope that the effective cro'i section of

this process will not rrove to be very small.

Unfortunately, at present there are very few reports [23,24] dpvoted to

reactions of the radiation cap-ture of a hery'ion (maoreover, all the studies are

- conducted for light targets). In this case, the section equals about 10" 0 cm2 .

There is no possibility to obtain in any way from this result a cross section

corresponding to the rigion of heavy trsnsurantum elements.

In our opinion, here it is simplest to establiph experimentally the reaoti

cross section of radi-ition capture nf 0 by a 2 ncleus wrtt) thq fo-ation

of s756,
U23e(0 18 , ý)PJ56.

With the use of 100 rnicronmps of ourrent of o18 ions, the sensitivity of this

method permits u.s to obsex-e the reaotions ooca~rl• with a cross section of
r-35 ame2, The effect at such a cross section is about 10 fiosions per hour.

Reactions of Evaporition of Nucleons at Use of Prod,.cts of 'Fucl.axe

Reactions a. Bombarding Particles. Let us dw,:l1 in more detsil on the data ob-

tained •n the report r?ll.
232 22During the ex-. osnre of Th to Ne ions, the atho-,s of this !s-er -e-

vesled a large yield of tsotopeS of Ao2 04 , Acd2 9, Acd 6 and Th2 2 7. As tho sole

¶eohanism whio.h coull expl%-In their obtaioni-nt, there is the hreeking-evay of

several nucloons from tho target-nuolets. At t•h, same time, the author-s obtain-



ed data indicating that the nucleons being torn away are in all liklihood trans.

232 22ferred to the bombarding particle. Thus, in the exposure of Th to No ions,

there is a beam of secondary particles, among which there will be very heavy iso-

topes of neon" sodium and magnesium.

Let us estimate the possible intensi~ty of a beam of secondary particles.

Proceeding from the report data, we can expect that the cross section of the

formation of these particles can equal about 10-27 om2 . With a current of the

Ne2 2 ions' beam equalling 100 mioroampa, and with a T2 targt with a thickness

of 10 mg/om2 , we will have about o06 particles/sec. Not dwelling on the problem

of the high-energy distribution of the secondary particles, we note that such

a beam is quite adequate for investigating the reections proceeding with a cross

section * 10-28 om2 , if the reaction products assure the recording of several

fission events in one hour.

The value of the cross section 1028 om2 is not too high even for the re-

gion of far transuranium elemente, since the fissility of the compound nucleus

in this case should be lowered greatly owing to its increased mass, and the

process of neutrons' evaporation can compete successfully with the fission. In

any case, the verification of this possibility is not associated with major dif-

fioulties and can be accomplished successfully during the exposure of a thick

target of Th232 to Ne22 ions, having sufficient energy. Therein, the thorium

will serve as a transformer of the beam, and am a target, on which there will oc-

cur reactions of Th 23 2 (Ne28 , 4n)PF125 6 and Th2(Na28, 4r) Md25 6 el. capt.. .256.

If successful, the methods examined above for the synthesis of fpr trans-

uranium elements (enriched by neutrons) would, in our view, considerably expand

the potentiality of the method of multiply-charged ions in this direction.
We now need to note only certain particular cases of obtaining individual

heavy nuclei, and to analyse briefly the reactions of tha protons' evaporation

from the compound nuclei, since such reactions also lead to the formation of heav.

isotopes of the transuranium ele:nents.

Prom the viewpoint of the systematios of naturally fissionable nuclei, the

synthesis of Cf25 6 and ft258 is of great interest, since the results (of estima-

ting the lifetime of these isotopes) conducted by various methods, are too con-

tradictory.

-15- 
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The cf256 isotope in amounts sufficient for its etUVe 1aUe ame be

synmthesized in a reriction of the type Cf2 5 4 (01 8 1, 016)cf 2 56 , even if the researc.-

Pr has t his disposal but 10l Onuclei of Cf"54 .
Tr the reactions with multiply-charged tons (*eo., Cm2 4 8 (B1 1 ,4n)

Mda55 !&.L.0Zý5 1*255 for which N a21. 5 his. 0 .bout W9~ ft 1 5' nuclei can
col~lect, wAnt If *e captuare motion of tbree aeta~in SAW
particle proceeds with the oross mection of about 10 2 cam2 , we can synthesize

an amount of VM25R sufficient for tN- inventl5•,ion (?.VwrRl dt.sirtegrations per

hoiir).

Another pcotibility of getting relatively heavy isotopes is constituted

by the reactions with the evaporation of charg7ed tarticles. For instance, such

cqn be represented by the reaction Pu2 4 2 (1;e 2 2 , p 3 n)10'42E0* There are Adequate
260 W

bnses for exoectir. that the isotopa i•• will be unstable in relation to

electron capture. As the result of electron capture, there forms the ieotope

102 260, which should be a !q nta.neourly fissicnable isotre.

Tho nuclear reaction (Ne2 2 , p3Dn) was used successfully for the synthpsis

101 of the element Md2 6 at irradiation of UP 3 8 [250,?6]. An analogous reaction

of the evaporation of a proton and of two neutrons can lead to the form.tion of

even he-.vier isotopes. Specifically, in the reaction 11Q24 2 (Ne2 2 , p2n)102 6 1,

we can hope to derive a relatively long-lived isotope of the element 10A.

The probability of react!on with the emission of a proton and of only one

neutron is very slight. Thin is explained by the low value of thU crosm Rection

of the formation of the compound nu4cleus at low en'eraes of the bombarding plrti-

cle. Experiment shows that the reaction cross section of U2 38 (e 2 0 , pn) Md2 jb

does not exceed I0",6 cm2 This circumstance fixes the limit of the po.sibilitie-

of re.ctions with the evaporation of charged partioles in the process of synthe-

siving the heavy isotopes.

WONCLUSION

The further tnventiir'tion of th- feat,'res of natural (wpontaneous) fission

is linkte to a great extent with progress into the fiels of as yet undiscovered

elements and the synthesis of the heavy isotopeq of Of, Fmo, and the element 102.

Vareover, the investigqtion of an interesting phenomenon, nariely the fie-

sion of isomers of trarsuranium elements and of nuclear rep~ctions, in which they

form, will also provide much new informition on the !aechnnitm of nuclei fission

-16-



from the qrnun4 states

The- coviclunonq from reaevitly conducoite studiost in which a reIationship

in aptoblished between the probability of spontAreous fissionl and the arrangement

of the enpr.V levolm of the nualeons in the ruclei.- f7, 279, 291, Permit us to

* hore fo~r the eThtaininert of addiAorttinAl dta, on the atraeture of the nuclei In a

sttidy -)f the lieriods of their spontaneous fI~sson.

* On the other Wind, a study of the ragulnrities in the variatlion of the

pouriod~s of spontaneous five-4on in a wide ratnge of the Z- end A-valuo will PrOvPr

t)he op,,ort-,.nity of a'uswerinr the .1ne-tion an to how gre~at the role of nq$tlural.

finsion is for those isotopes of the treans-fpr'miptn elements, tho dorivation of

which 13 the concern of tho lmrwndiato future.

Tho probler of thp s.ynth~sis of a new element is ver.' complex. For its

soliition, the dovelopment of ma-ny speoirl divers. methods is required, wNhprein

the choice of any r-iven method dereends prefitly on the tZ're Of disflnte,ý tiOn and

the- lifetime of the el,!ment beinim studies. The irorp we kniow Pbout nq4turp.1 fip-

nion, thp more rrecipely we cen Pstimate t',-1 mTj -vplup of thq new element, and

thoý greeter nre the chanc~es for succensfully solvine the wmithlsis pT-Oblem.

Thus the problem of the furthr.- stiOr of 1vte reor1arities of -natural fis-
sion ani the quostion of the 4%yth&.j4is onw eetaaeinseparably linked.,

sto thrut the pro,,reae in one f~ielA inherently detertnines t~he PrOgrOss ill t).A othe':
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